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Abstract
This paper analyzes cybersecurity products within
Microsoft Azure. Azure has features that provide a
set of basic security controls to defend against the
most common cloud threats. Optiv evaluated a subset
of the tools offered by Microsoft and compared
the functionality to class-leading third-party
cybersecurity products. The results of the review
will help determine how to navigate the landscape
of Azure security capabilities and identify where
security practitioners should look to third-party
solutions.
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Securing the Base
Infrastructure
Public cloud service providers (CSPs) are growing rapidly
because organizations find the services easy to implement
and consume. Security should be a top priority, given that
public cloud customers are responsible for protecting what
they move to the cloud.
Typically, public CSPs are responsible for security of the
cloud, while customers are responsible for security in the
cloud (see Figure 1). But securing infrastructure in the cloud
is complicated by two factors:

• The ease of provisioning and deployment can
mask complexities.
• The extent to which organizations can secure their
cloud-based infrastructures depends on the types
of services being offered and consumed.
Identifying the boundaries of the shared responsibility
model are straightforward. In general, if you, as a customer,
are able to manage and administer the cloud resource,
the security of that resource is your responsibility. For
Azure IaaS components this means the security controls
within the VM operating system, network and Azure
environment, but not backend components, such as the
Azure management plane. This segmentation is addressed
from a compliance perspective by Microsoft obtaining the
relevant certifications and audit requirements to make
sure the resources they directly control are under sufficient
governance, with the remaining components being
customer controlled.

“Through 2025, 99% of cloud
security failures will be the
customer’s fault. CIOs can combat
this by implementing and enforcing
policies on cloud ownership,
responsibility and risk acceptance.
They should also be sure to follow
a life cycle approach to cloud
governance and put in place central
management and monitoring plans
to cover the inherent complexity of
multicloud use.”
Gartner, “Is the Cloud Secure”, 2019

This research paper provides information that will help
Microsoft Azure users, or those considering Azure, to
better understand Azure Security Services and how
they relate to a customer’s security responsibility
in Azure and some complementary third-party
solutions. The research focuses on a specific use case
— determining the levels of exposure and compliance
across the IaaS attack surface and it answers questions
such as:

• What native services does Azure offer to assess
vulnerabilities and exposures?
• How easy or difficult is it to understand Azure
security data?
• What gaps exist in Azure native tools?
• How do third-party tools work in Azure to
augment and/or strengthen cloud security?

source: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/management/overview

Figure 1: Shared Responsibility Model
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From a process perspective, Optiv assumes the reader is evaluating or planning a migration to Azure or has already done
so in some capacity. In planning a migration to Azure, teams are often challenged with maintaining an equivalent, or better,
security posture than is available in the enterprise environment. Translating security controls that may have accumulated
over decades is not typically performed in as rapid a pace as Digital Transformation or cloud projects. It can be extremely
challenging for security professionals to survey the current landscape across a variety of architecture to distill the list of
effective controls into a format that can then be applied to a new cloud architecture. An initial required step in that path
is understanding what capabilities the cloud platform offers as a native component, and where portions of your current
controls stack will need to be replicated with third-party tools.
In this document we hope to give the reader a quick synopsis of what Azure offers with native tooling and identify gaps
that may direct you to leveraging a third-party tool. As with other cloud platforms, the native tools provide coverage for
common threats, however the capabilities may not be on par with on-premises controls.

Service Functions Across Customer-Managed Resources
Currently Azure offers 100 native services, including Kubernetes, IoT and machine learning, but what about the native
services designed to monitor and alert on customer-managed resources? How do they relate to overlying security
functions? The matrix below is not designed to cover all of Azure’s native services. Instead it lists a subset of Azure native
services that would apply to a customer’s responsibility of securing Azure Infrastructure as-a-Service resources.

Azure Native Services

Threat Protection

GRC

Security Function Overlay

IR

SecOps

Azure Security Center

Central security status location for
all Azure resources

Microsoft Endpoint Manager Admin
Center | Intune

Device management, policy
configuration and reporting

Azure Security Center

Central security status location for
all Azure resources

Microsoft Endpoint Manager Admin
Center | Intune

Device compliance policy and
reporting

Azure Security Center

Central security status location for
all Azure resources

Azure Sentinel

• Instance console access
• Command execution
• Automated task execution

Network Watcher

Network visibility, packet capture,
flow logs

Azure Security Center

Central security status location for
all Azure resources

Azure Sentinel

• Instance console access
• Command execution
• Automated task execution

Advisor | Security
Microsoft Endpoint Manager Admin
Center | Intune

Device management, policy
configuration and reporting
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Azure Native Services
Azure AD

User/role/object management

Azure AD Conditional Access

Access Policy

Azure AD Risky Users

Risky Users

Azure AD Risky Sign-ins

Risky Sign-ins

Azure AD Identity Protection

Identification of risky users and
risky sign-ins

Identity Security Score

User/ activity monitoring and
scoring

Multi-Factor Authentication

Azure provided Multi-factor
Authentication

Azure AD PIM

Privileged Identity Management

Identity Governance

Identity Lifecyle Management

Azure Information Protection

Classify, label protected documents
and emails

Azure Disk Encryption

VM disk encryption BitLocker and
Linux dm-crypt

Azure Data Encryption-at-Rest

Database Encryption

Azure File Integrity Monitoring

File Integrity Monitoring

Azure Security Center

Central security status location for
all Azure resources

Virtual Networks

Port/protocol management

Virtual Network Gateways

Virtual Network Gateways

Virtual WANs

Virtual Wide Area Network

Azure VPN Gateway

Virtual Private Network

Network Security Groups

Port/protocol policy

Network Watcher

Network visibility, packet capture,
flow logs

Microsoft Endpoint Manager admin
center

Device Management

Update Management

Host Patch Management System

Images

Images for virtual machines

Hosts

Azure dedicated hosts

Extended Security Updates

Legacy OS Security Updates

Windows Defender*

Microsoft Antivirus

Windows Defender Advanced
Threat Protection*

Endpoint Detection and Response

IAM

Customer Managed

Data

Networking

Operating System

Note: Windows Defender and Defender Advanced Threat Protection are not a service directly offered from Azure but are crucial to Microsoft’s
strategy for protecting the operating system of virtual machines and traditional endpoint devices.
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During the evaluation, Optiv focused on a subset of the native security services within Azure. In the Azure Console, these
services can be found under the Identity, Security and Management and Governance categories. Additional services and
information can be found at https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/.
Security

Identity

• Azure AD Conditional Access

• Azure Security Center

• Azure AD Identity Protection

• Azure Sentinel

• Azure AD Identity Secure Score

• Azure Security Center

• Azure AD Named Locations
• Azure Multi-factor Authentication
• Identity Governance
• Azure AD Privileged Identity Management

Management and Governance

• Advisor
• User Privacy*

Note: Most Azure AD Security services are located under identity and Security in the Azure console.

Azure Native
Security Service
Overviews:
Azure Active
Directory

Services covered in this section will include:

• Azure AD Conditional Access
• Azure AD Identity Protection
• Azure AD Identity Secure Score
• Azure AD Named Locations
• Azure Multi-factor Authentication /
Authentication Methods
• Identity Governance
• Azure AD Privileged Identity Management

Introduction

Azure AD Conditional Access

Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) is a cloud-based
identity service. Azure AD has taken some of the
ideas of the legacy on-prem Active Directory, designed
to govern access, while adding features to address
protections needed as infrastructure and workloads
move to the cloud. Optiv will address the security
features associated with Azure AD. The intent of this
research is not a deep dive into all of the functionality
of Azure AD, but to focus on the components of Azure
Active Directory Security.

Microsoft uses a combination of additional decision
criteria as a determining factor if a request for access
can be granted. This is known as Azure AD Conditional
Access. Conditional Access Policies can be thought of
as if-then statements. For example, if an approved user
requires administrative access, then they must use MFA
and request access from an approved IP.

source: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/management/overview

Figure 2: Azure Conditional Access Architecture
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Conditional Access assignments can be limited to Cloud
apps or user actions. Cloud Apps can include or exclude
applications such as O365, SharePoint, Azure VM Sign-in,
even Windows Defender ATP. It is worth noting that the
only user action available at this time is to have a user
register their security information, which is currently
in preview. Registering security information is a way for
companies to force identity verification for employees
through Microsoft Authenticator, a phone number,
alternate email or security questions.
Conditions that can be configured as part of a conditional
access policy can include or exclude Sign-in risk, Device
Platforms, Locations, Client apps (Preview) and Device
State (Preview.) Sign-in risk levels are high, med, low
and informational. Device Platforms are the operating
system of the device seeking access. Location would be the
geographic location, based on IP, of the requestor. Client
apps include applying the policy to the browser, mobile

and desktop apps, older office clients and exchangeactive sync. Note that Client apps is in preview and that
Exchange ActiveSync does not support all conditions.
Device state conditions take into account asset identity.
For example, exclude this policy if the device is marked
as compliant.

Azure AD Identity Protection
Identity Protection provides an overview of your
Azure environment as it relates to identity security.
The overview page allows an analyst to review the
trend of risky users, risky sign-ins and your company’s
identity score. User risk policies and sign-in risk policies
are created in a similar fashion to those mentioned
above in the conditional access section. The Identity
Protection page also allows administrators the ability
to create MFA registration policies based on users or
groups.

Figure 3: Identity Protection User Risk Policy
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Azure AD Identity Secure Score

recommendations, and detailed information regarding
the recommended change.

The Azure AD Identity Score, which ranges from 1 to
203, displays information about how closely aligned
your environment is to Microsoft’s best practices. The
ability to pivot to the dashboard is available from the
tile displayed on the Identity Protection overview page.
Each improvement action can be clicked to score impact,

Identity Protection also allows administrators the
ability to run reports regarding risky users and sign-ins,
and risk detection for any standard or custom time
interval. These risky identity alerts can also be sent
through email and in a weekly email digest.

Figure 4: Azure Identity Score

Azure AD Named Locations
Named locations are specific IP addresses or Countries, defined by an administrator, that can be applied to conditional access
policies. This allows administrators to include or create strict policy around a user’s location.

Figure 5: Named Locations IPs

Figure 6: Named Locations Country
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Azure Multi Factor Authentication (MFA)/Authentication Methods
Microsoft has been in the Multifactor Authentication space since their acquisition of PhoneFactor in 2012. Authentication
methods that Azure currently offers include a password, text message, mobile app notification and verification code from mobile
app or hardware token. MFA rules are created as part of conditional access policies. Once a user is challenged and authenticated
with MFA there is the option to remember a user’s device for a certain number of days before they are challenged again.
Administrators can configure this feature for up to 60 days.
Additional features and settings such as account lock out configuration and the blocking or unblocking of users are also available
to administrators.

Figure 7: Multi-factor Authentication

Azure MFA can also be used when creating risk-based policies in Azure Identity Protection. This means that users who pose risk
above a certain threshold can be challenged for an authentication code as part of identity verification. It is important to note that
there are varying features of Microsoft MFA depending on the level of Azure AD a company is subscribed to. Optiv evaluated a
trial version of Azure AD Premium P2, which enabled all features of Azure MFA.

Azure AD Identity Governance
Identity Governance provides visibility into which identities have access to which resources. It allows organizations to see that
users have the proper amount of access to complete their daily tasks and to see if those users have over-permissive access.
Identity Governance can be used to assist companies with identity, access and privileged access lifecycle management. This native
service can be used to show auditors user access compliance.

Azure AD Privileged Identity Management (PIM)
Azure PIM is designed to assist in the management of access to Azure AD and Azure resources. Azure PIM requires a Premium
P2 license or an Enterprise Mobility + Security E5 license for all users of Azure Privileged Identity Management and those that
can be assigned resources through Azure PIM. With Azure PIM clients can view those users that are assigned to privileged roles
that are able to manage resources and those that have administrator roles within Azure AD. Azure PIM also provides clients with
a historical view of changes made to resources and which administrators made each change. Azure PIM can also manage users
and groups through role-based access control. Azure PIM also allows for Just-in-time (JIT) access. This is a temporary elevated
permission to complete a privileged task as needed.

Azure AD (Security) Benefits
With most cloud services, the ease of deployment is always a highlight. A few simple clicks and a new native service is up and
running. This is also true for many of the services and features in Azure. However, the ease of service integration should not be
overlooked when enabling Azure AD Security. As an example, enabling and enrolling users in multi-factor authentication only
takes a few minutes, but as soon as MFA is enabled it can instantly become a part of conditional access policies. The same is true
for Named Locations. As soon as the locations are defined, they can be instantly used as part of a conditional access policy.
From native MFA to conditional access policies it is apparent that security was top of mind in the design of Azure AD. Azure takes
into account how users are accessing resources and Azure AD provides administrators a level of security that can be adopted in
phases. Administrators are provided with the ability to create extremely granular and complex identity access policies if desired.
Yes, complexity can mean additional management overhead, but that additional management overhead in the beginning can
ensure a mature identity posture when using Azure’s infrastructure as-a-service.
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Partner Benefits

Optiv’s View

Many organizations moving to Azure will already own
some type of identity solution such as Okta or Ping as
their Identity Provider (IdP). Clients do not need to adopt
Azure AD at scale as these existing IdP investments can
be used to assist with Azure IaaS security. This includes
onboarding, management, and offboarding identities and
their access to Azure resources.

When talking about IaaS security, Microsoft has an
edge when compared to the offerings of competing
Cloud Service Providers. Azure AD security features
and visibility for access management would be better
compared to common names in the identity space like
Okta. However, it does not mean that there is feature
parity between the two and the maturation of the
products it the same. While Azure AD Security is fairly
straight forward and there is the benefit of direct
integration with other Azure security services, such as
Security Center, Azure AD should be one consideration
in a larger identity program conversation. Clients who
are moving to Azure and need a stronger identity
program should consider using Azure AD. Clients
who are more mature as it relates to identity will find
that the existing features of products like Okta can be
used manage Azure IaaS users without having to shift
policies to Azure AD.

For example, Okta MFA can be used in place of Azure MFA.
Okta’s contextual access management policies can be used
in place of Azure conditional access policies, though the
two should not be used together. Mixing technologies
such as Okta sign-on policies and Azure conditional
access polices can lead to multiple enrollment or multiple
challenge requests for access to a single application.
Also, Azure conditional access policies require that a
client purchase a Premium P1 or P2 license. Using Okta’s
contextual access management policies enables a client to
use the free version of Azure AD. This is also true of Azure’s
Identity Protection—it requires a P2 license. These are just
a few examples of existing features in third-party IdP’s,
such as Okta, that can be used to offset the cost of and
additional management of Azure AD security features.
With the adoption of new technology also comes new
security solutions looking to solve problems that didn’t
exist just a few years ago. CloudKnox is one of these
technologies. CloudKnox provides a client the ability to
understand what their identity risk is in Azure, AWS, and
GCP. It includes, but is not limited to, dashboards and
reports on users, roles, over-permissioned users and roles,
privileged users and unused identities. This information
can quickly help clients understand the users, roles, groups
or services that are putting their company at risk when it
comes to managing IaaS.
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Azure Foundations
In terms of the basic building blocks of security, Azure provides a set of basic functions that are likely to be used regardless
of third-party security tool usage. These include Network Security Groups and Azure Firewall, along with the Azure Web
Application Firewall (WAF) and patch management.

Network Security Groups
Network Security Groups (NSGs) are Azure’s native network traffic filter. Like common packet filters, they operate using a source
and destination declaration target, ports and protocol. For source and destinations, the values can be an IP address or network
definition, along with application security groups or service tags. The only two actions available are allow or deny, and the
direction of the traffic. NSGs serve as the most basic firewalling capability that Azure provides and will be used as part of most
Azure deployments. Network Security Groups are also defined to work within a single Azure subscription, versus Azure Firewall
which can function across multiple subscriptions and virtual networks.

Figure 8: Network Security Groups view showing current rulesets.

Azure Firewall
Azure Firewall is employed when features beyond what Network Security Groups provides are needed. At a glance, the
capabilities that Firewall brings into scope are multi-subscription and virtual network functionality, stateful firewalling, S/DNAT
support, along with FQDN tagging and filtering. Using Firewall over NSGs depends on your use cases, and the complexity of the
rules that you are attempting to enforce within your subscription. If you are attempting to replicate a legacy environment with
hundreds of rules in place, the extended management capabilities present in Firewall would be an advantage.

Figure 9: An Example of Azure Firewall policy definitions.
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Web App Firewall
Azure’s Web Application Firewall (WAF) provides signature-based attack protection using the OWASP ModSecurity Core Rule
Set. It will automatically keep up to date with this distribution and allows for custom rule creation. As a WAF it has similar
capabilities to ModSecurity, using the same signature database, and only allows for a basic ruleset unlike other available thirdparty products. Its primary advantage is being native to Azure and the integrated platform management, but the same level of
tuning and configuration that would be required from any WAF deployment is still needed in order to prepare to utilize it in a
blocking mode.

Figure 10: Example of rulesets for the Web App Firewall.

Update Management
As a security-related subcomponent of Azure Automation, Update Management can be critical to keeping your Linux and
Windows Virtual Machines (VMs) resistant to attack. If you are not already using Log Analytics it will require creating a
workspace and linking that to an Automation account. Luckily this process is straightforward, and even if you are not using those
Azure features it’s simple to engage them just for Update Management. The service checks VMs for missing updates on a regular
frequency, 12 hours for Windows hosts and every hour for Linux VMs by default. In addition to the support for Windows Server,
Update Management also supports common Linux distributions like CentOS and Ubuntu.

Figure 11: Update Management Interface showing missing patches for a VM.
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Policy and Management
Azure Policy provides a mechanism for applying rules and actions for resources within Azure. Policies can be security specific
but are not related to working with security attributes. By default, when using Azure Security Center your subscription will be
assessed by a default policy created by Microsoft to address the top threats against Azure, after which users are provided with a
library of policies based on industry standards.
Historically, Microsoft users are likely familiar with Group Policy Objects and may be wondering where the line is within Azure
between security controls typically managed with GPOs vs Azure native policies. The easiest way to segment the two types
of policies is to start with the Azure policy first as the foundation of the environment and using the GPOs to address security
configuration within the Windows resources that are running inside Azure. For example, if your use case is replicating local
Windows server policies you would be leveraging GPOs from Windows AD Domain Services. Another important note is that
Azure AD and Active Directory are different products, and Azure AD does not support Windows GPOs. Azure Policy has no
integration with Windows Group Policy and vice versa.

Figure 12: Listing of standards provided by Azure Policy
Another important distinction to note is between Azure Policy and Role Based Access Control (RBAC). Azure policy looks at
attributes of a resource and RBAC determines what actions a user can perform against that resource. While both will be utilized
in a comprehensive security strategy they do need to be addressed separately.
When using Azure policy, if you are going beyond the definitions included in the Default and the canned Regulatory Standards,
you will need to create a custom Initiative. Initiatives are the mechanism within Azure policy for users to define the specific
criteria they want to include, and the acceptable values for any discovered attributes in scope.
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Azure Resource Manager
Azure Resource Manager (ARM) is a core management layer for Azure, and interconnects with all Azure services to allow users
to directly address resource configuration via a variety of mechanisms. It also supports delegated resource management, from
one tenant to another tenant, via Azure Lighthouse. From a security perspective ARM is fundamental to ensuring that resources
are deployed in a hardened state, primarily via ARM Templating and performing discovery and remediation activity in running
environments.

source: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/management/overview

Figure 13: Azure Resource Manager Architecture

Blueprints
Azure Blueprints are used to leverage multiple resources, environments, role assignments and other setup criteria in a single
deployment package. In a security setting Blueprints can incorporate components from Azure Policy, RBAC, Resource Groups and
ARM Templates to ensure that all aspects of a product or service environment are hardened from the deployment stage. These
blueprints are also managed as a single unit, which makes ongoing management and configuration of Azure resources associated
with a specific product easier to manage.

Azure Advisor
While not a dedicated security product, Azure Advisor does contain a subset of security recommendations that apply to your
Azure subscription. Advisor is a tool intended to provide customers recommendations around basic Azure management by
identifying potential issues in Cost, Availability and Performance, in addition to security. The level of detail it provides is geared
towards newer Azure customers so they can avoid potential pitfalls with targeted recommendations. It is not intended to be a
high-complexity planning tool for larger, mature organizations. The security findings are also available directly in Security Center
(SC), and the interface inside Advisor links there as well. The Security Center is a better security tool, and it is important to note
that the Advisor findings are duplicates of the issues reported in SC.

Figure 14: The Advisor Security Recommendations Interface.
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Security Center
Security Center serves as a primary starting point for identifying potential security issues within your Azure environment
and obtaining recommendations for addressing them. In terms of basic functionality, Security Center will review your Azure
configuration and the security posture of VMs with the Microsoft Monitoring Agent installed. While Security Center is
available in a free tier that only provides assessment and basic scoring, Optiv reviewed the feature set found in the standard
version. Vulnerability assessment capabilities can be enhanced with a local scanning agent. Microsoft utilizes Qualys for this
functionality.
Security Center uses the Azure Policy system to enable an end user to select and customize security-relevant configuration
options. Out of the box, Azure supplies policy templates for common regulatory and compliance standards, such as PCI DSS, ISO
27001, and the Azure CIS hardening guide.
In addition to vulnerability identification and policy compliance, Security Center also enables various point tools that are
grouped under the Adaptive Cloud Defense Category. Common security controls like File Integrity Monitoring and Application
whitelisting are provided, along with a simplified mechanism for remote access windows via Just in Time (JiT) VM access. JiT
permits administrators to dynamically allow temporary remote access through a path that would normally be inaccessible due
to firewall rules. Security Center integrates with Windows Defender ATP for Windows servers and provides basic views for alerts
generated by potential threat activity.

Figure 15: The Security Center Overview Dashboard
When first accessing Security Center, you will be greeted by a metrics page that displays the overall Secure Score for your Azure
Subscription. Security Center starts at the subscription level in terms of its top-level scope and can be adjusted to include
multiple subscriptions if needed. The Secure Score is intended to be a simplified way to communicate your relative security
posture without delving into more complicated analytics. While it does include vulnerabilities in the overall calculation, you
should not expect it to have the granularity of a full vulnerability or risk management platform using components such as CVSS
or DREAD in its metrics. Microsoft provides the following explanation of where the score originates:
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“The Secure score is calculated based on the ratio between your healthy resources
and your total resources. If the number of healthy resources is equal to the total
number of resources, you get the highest Secure Score value possible for a
recommendation, which can go up to 50. To try to get your Secure score closer to
the maximum score, you can fix the unhealthy resources by following the remediation
steps in the recommendation.”
Azure Documentation

Figure 16: Secure Score Detail
In a nod towards gamification, the Secure Score is also paired with ways to increase your score based on addressing the
deficiencies found during the assessment. While security veterans may debate the relative value of addressing one issue over
another, Microsoft bases their risk level assessment on their own operational experience and the largest data set for attacks
against Azure environments.

Policy and Compliance
Azure Policy allows a user to inspect settings for Azure resources, subscriptions and in-guest configuration of an operating
system within a VM. Azure includes an extensive built-in policy library, and the mechanism follows the common mode of
legacy auditing tools; identify an attribute, determine if the value meets the policy guidance and report the finding. The policies
definitions can be customized and defined via JSON. Outside of Security Center, policy management is available via other
avenues such as Azure PowerShell and the Azure Policy Extension for VS Code.

Figure 17: Policy Definition Example
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Azure maintains a default library of policies that align with common standards your Azure environment may fall under. These
are generally well maintained and should be aligned with the latest version of the respective standards. Security Center includes
a default policy which is responsible for identifying the baseline set of potential security issues and reporting on non-compliance.
If you are looking for what the Security Center assessment will check by default, this is the policy to review.
If you want to delve into the realm of creating your own Azure Policy, that would be addressed with the Custom Initiative feature.
Microsoft has taken an approach where the Default and Standards based policies are static, and policies defined by the User are
grouped under the Custom Initiative category.

Figure 18: Initiative Definition Interface
To define a custom initiative, Azure provides an interface to rapidly assign definitions from the built-in library, and custom
policies can be included as well. The custom initiatives can be useful when you are looking for a targeted set of definitions to
review or have to create custom checks for your unique environment.

Resource Security Hygiene
Security Hygiene includes what would commonly be called vulnerability management. It is where Security Center will display
recommendations for identified weaknesses and vulnerabilities when a scanning agent is enabled. By default, Security Center
will provide a specific recommendation for installing a Qualys scanning agent in supported operating systems. Once the agent
is deployed, a wider variety of issues can be identified. The interface allows a user to quickly navigate through the identified
controls that can be implemented and provides easy access to drill into resources affected by each of the cited recommendations.

Figure 19: Security Hygiene summary interface showing Secure Score
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For recommendations where Azure can remediate the issue within the platform, Security Center provides a “Quick Fix!” button
next to the finding that will bring the user to a dialog to immediately address the issue or associate it with a Logic App trigger.
An advantage to using this method to remediate vulnerabilities is that the remediation task has been validated by Microsoft and
has a low risk of negatively impacting the environment. Users still have to be aware of what the recommendation is doing, for
example: enabling Just in Time access is a Quick Fix, however since it alters the method for remote access, the entire team would
need to be notified of the change.

Figure 20: Recommendation Quick Fix Remediation Interface

Compute and Apps
The Compute and Apps view offers various ways to display the current recommendations by resource types, including VMs, VM
Scale Sets, Containers, along with Cloud and App services. This can be helpful when attempting to quickly identify where the
centers of gravity exist for high severity risk, and what the security posture of resources classes is at a glance. This is also the
interface for manually onboarding a server if it has not already been added to Security Center.

Figure 21: Display of security weaknesses affecting VM resources
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Networking
Networking allows the user to view the automatically generated network map, Adaptive Network Hardening status and a view of
the VNets that displays any identified weaknesses. The VNet view can be helpful in rapidly spotting an out-of-compliance portion
of the environment for targeted remediation. The recommendations contained in this section are generally aligned toward attack
surface reduction. Common findings here will call out exposed management services and lack of controls around direct Internet
access to Azure resources.

Figure 22: View showing issues in the Networking category

Data and Storage
In Data and Storage, Security Center provides recommendations focused on vulnerabilities that specifically impact those types
of resources within Azure. This includes what would be thought of as traditional SQL server hardening steps, such as enabling
auditing and encryption. Additionally, Storage Accounts and Data Lakes will also display any issues affecting them. Generally, the
findings here will be addressed shortly after the initial deployment and remain static over the life of the resource, but it can be a
useful shortcut in the case of a widespread attack against that resource type.

Figure 23: Example of Recommendations for Data and Storage issues
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Identity and Access
Identity and Access will include recommendations that can impact your entire subscription, as well as deficiencies in any
configured Key Vaults. The findings here should receive close attention because they provide guidance for hardening the
subscription account structure during deployment and catch dynamic instances where someone has intentionally or
unintentionally weakened the subscription security posture. Like Data and Storage, it is expected that many of these controls will
remain static after the base configuration, so any deviation here should be scrutinized carefully.

Figure 24: Example of Recommendations for Identity and Access issues

Security Solutions
As part of its extensibility, Security Center can integrate with third party SIEMs as well as bring Non-Azure servers into a Security
Center view. Depending on your current SIEM deployment state, this may or may not be useful. If you do not have a SIEM at
present and are focused on Azure security, your default path would be to leverage Sentinel, and then research other solutions
if you find that Sentinel is not providing adequate functionality. Likewise, if you do not have a current central vulnerability
management solution in place, it may be helpful to pull non-Azure servers into Security Center to gain some assessment
capability.

Advanced Cloud Defense
Security Center groups several point features under Adaptive Cloud Defense. These include:

• Adaptive application controls
• Just in time VM access
• Adaptive network hardening
• File Integrity Monitoring
File Integrity Monitoring and Just in Time access are available as soon as a new Azure VM is created. The Adaptive features rely
on a training period to define their baseline policies and will need time to collect the required data.
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Adaptive Application Controls
Adaptive Application Controls (AAC) provides a simplified whitelisting solution for local processes on a virtual machine. After
a baseline training period where it will identify the common processes for a VM, the service then builds a set of whitelisting
rules that it predicts will allow for normal operation of the VM and properly call out potential indicators of compromise from
unknown process executions. It is recommended to wait until you have several weeks of production use for a VM under its
normal workloads, so it can properly identify what is “normal” for VM operation. Additionally, manual review should still be
performed before applying the whitelist, to validate that critical processes for administration use have not been missed.

Figure 25: AAC Interface showing whitelisted paths

Just in Time VM Access
Just in Time or “JiT” enables administrators to keep remote VM administrative access, such as RDP or SSH, in a default deny state
from a network policy perspective. When access is needed to a resource, the user can select the target VM and then request access
for the defined period. While leaving remote access in a default deny state is always a reduction in risk from an attack surface
perspective, how much this will gain your organization depends on the typical remote access solution for admin operations, and
the security controls applied to that workflow.

Figure 26: Just in Time Access Interface
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Adaptive Networking Hardening
Like the Adaptive Application Controls feature, Adaptive Network Hardening relies on training data from a period of
known normal traffic patterns to establish a baseline of proper operation. Once properly trained, this will result in a set of
recommendations that can be used to harden Network Security Group policy and will call out traffic originating from IP
addresses associated with known threat actors.

File Integrity Monitoring
File Integrity Monitoring provides checksum-based monitoring of critical system files for Windows and Linux VMs, along with
Windows registry monitoring. This is usually employed as a source for indicators of compromise when an attacker modifies these
targets. As these files will infrequently change, any alerts here should be closely reviewed.

Figure 27: Example of files watched by Filter Integrity Monitoring
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Threat Protection
Security Center also provides a simplified threat Alerts view under the Threat Protection module. While not as fully featured as
other enterprise monitoring solutions, it provides basic access to potential attack events and some functionality to analyze and
remediate issues. The included map view will display the event source, which, while not useful for individual attacker attribution,
can be helpful if you are trying to determine if attacks against your environment are part of a larger ongoing campaign.

Figure 28: The Security Alerts summary view.

Security Center’s Advantages
Security Center’s primary strength is that it’s ready to go as soon as you start using Azure VMs. Microsoft has bundled
vulnerability identification and threat protection from the most common attacks it sees in customer Azure environments, and
while it may not go as deep in certain areas, it provides broad coverage against typical attack types. The inclusion of Qualys as a
local vulnerability scanning agent also means it can provide coverage beyond what would be considered Azure-only configuration
settings or controls. Even in situations where an organization already has an enterprise solution in place, it would make sense to
enable Security Center during the time it takes to integrate Azure resources into the existing security solution stack. Likewise,
in cases where a decision is still being made among a variety of third-party security technologies, Security Center can still be
employed to provide gap coverage with a minimal amount of effort.

Partner Advantages
Users are most likely going to drift away from Security Center if they already have a mature investment in assessment and threat
protection technologies that are also integrated into existing workflows for event handling and remediation. From a feature
perspective, Microsoft is taking a broad approach that encompasses the most common root causes behind breaches that affect
Azure and, depending on your use case, they may be light in areas where you require deeper inspection. This can be especially
true of requirements around non-Microsoft technology where Security Center just won’t have the depth found in more targeted
products.
It has sufficient functionality to cover common attacks against common targets, especially if those targets are Microsoft
technologies, and even when they aren’t, it provides basic protections and control recommendations for any usage of Azure. Given
how simplified the deployment model is with its direct integration, the normal selection process can take an immediate shortcut.
If you are a Microsoft-native organization and the majority of your resource usage is Azure aligned, you may find Security Center
able to cover most, if not all, of your needs.
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Optiv’s View
For Vulnerability Management, the local Qualys agent scanning within Security Center provides competent vulnerability
assessment from within the target VM but does not replace the traditional approach of network scanning to visualize what a
remote attacker would see. In order to mirror the scan methodology that is present in most enterprise networks, you will need
to leverage a 3rd party scanner like Tenable.io, which is available in the Azure marketplace. Tenable.io also supports assessment
of Azure subscriptions and components via a dedicated user account or via an Azure Application. For the validation of resource
attack surfaces, the scanning appliance will need to be able to address VMs from both inside and outside the configured Network
Security Groups. At a minimum you will want to perform scanning from the perspective of an external attacker with no
privileged access to the environment, and then from a direct peer host within the same NSG. Scanning from both perspectives
will enable you to see what the vulnerabilities are from a worst-case scenario, as a local peer and externally, so remediation
efforts can be prioritized according to what is directly exposed. Additionally, you can position the scanner inside intermediate
NSG or Firewall segments to validate network filtering at each step from the perimeter to the VNet core, but this can also be
accomplished with an open source port scanner like Nmap.

Azure Sentinel
Introduction

Once again, Microsoft is looking to disrupt the security market and this time, they are taking aim at the SIEM and SOC operations
market with their 2019 release of Azure Sentinel. Traditional SOC challenges include alert fatigue, upfront infrastructure
investment, scaling, connection of disparate data sources, a shortage in skilled staffing and lack of automated tasks. Microsoft
Azure has alleviated the past infrastructure, scaling and ingestion constraints. Microsoft’s machine learning combined with
automation, is being used to tackle the remaining hurdles that have plagued security staff. The result is Azure Sentinel. Azure
Sentinel is a cloud-native SIEM as-a-service with built-in application analytics and SOAR capabilities. Sentinel is a central
location to view security data across a client’s entire environment, regardless of the security data location.

Figure 29: Azure Sentinel Overview
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Data Connectors
Unlike traditional SIEMs there is no hardware to size and configure. Deployment takes place through the Azure portal. In order
to deploy Azure Sentinel, it must be assigned to an existing or new workspace and connectors must be added as sources. At the
time of this evaluation, Microsoft had 40 out-of-the-box connectors that included:

• AWS

• Common Event Format (CEF)

• One Identity Safeguard

• Azure AD

• CyberArk

• Palo Alto Networks

• Azure AD Identity Protection

• DNS (Preview)

• Microsoft Security Events

• Azure Activity

• ExtraHop Reveal(x)

• Azure ATP (Preview)

• F5 BIG-IP

• Squadra Technologies
secRMM (Preview)

• Azure Information Protection
(Preview)

• F5 Networks

• Azure Security Center

• Forcepoint DLP (Preview)

• Azure Security Center for IoT
(Preview)

• Forcepoint NGFW (Preview)

• Azure Security Center
• Barracuda CloudGen Firewall

• Forcepoint CASB (Preview)

• Fortinet
• Microsoft Cloud App Security

• Symantec Integrated Cyber
Defense Exchange
• Syslog
• Threat intelligence - TAXII
(Preview)
• Threat Intelligence Platforms
(Preview)

• Microsoft Defender ATP
(Preview)

• Trend Micro

• Check Point

• Microsoft web application
firewall (WAF)

• Cisco ASA

• Zimperium Mobile Threat
Defense (Preview)

• Office 365

• Zscaler

• Barracuda Web Application
Firewall

• Citrix Analytics (Security)

• Windows Firewall

Sentinel has connectors to other Azure-native security services, but many are currently in preview. It is also worth mentioning
that Sentinel has a connector to AWS and notably absent was a connector for GCP. Once the connections are made, preconfigured
dashboards are available for each new data source.

Figure 30: Azure AD Audit Log Workbook within Azure Sentinel
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Logs
Azure Sentinel uses a Log Analytics workspace to store events and the data received from the connectors. By default, logs are
stored in the workspace for 31 days, but can be changed up to 730 days depending on client need.

Figure 31: Sample Log Query

Analytics
Analytics in the simplest terms are rules. Azure Sentinel provides out-of-the-box rule templates in four types, based on the data
source. These template types include: Scheduled, Fusion, Microsoft Security (Preview) and ML Behavior Analytics.

• Scheduled: As the name implies, these analytics run on a schedule and are written by Microsoft.
• Fusion analytics: These are based on machine learning and are designed to detect multistage attacks. Microsoft
requires that Azure AD Identity protection and Cloud App Security are configured.
• Microsoft Security: Currently in preview, this template type contains alerts that are generated from other MSFT
solutions, such as Security Center and Windows Defender ATP.
• ML Behavior Analytics: Alerts based on a proprietary algorithm. Example: SSH login from two different geolocations
that would be impossible to travel in the time span of the logins.
Sentinel also allows an analyst the ability to clone or modify provided rule templates or create custom ones.

Incidents
When data triggers a rule, an incident is created. Incidents are displayed on a separate tab from the analytic rules and can be
filleted by id, title, severity, status, product name and incident owner.

Figure 32: Incident View
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Analysts can click Investigate to be provided with a visual representation of the incident. The incident graph is designed to
graphically display the context of each entity involved in the incident. The scope of the investigation can be expanded simply by
clicking each entity to display supporting events.

Figure 33: Incident Graph
Analysts also can pivot to the Playbooks tab to create automated responses or see if a playbook has executed as a result
of an incident.

Playbooks
Sentinel Playbooks are similar to other SOAR playbooks. They are designed to perform certain actions in response to a trigger
event. The trigger event in Azure Sentinel would be an analytic rule that would in turn run the playbook. Under the hood, these
playbooks leverage Azure’s Log Apps. Azure Logic apps are a cloud-delivered way of automating business and security workflows.
Playbooks can be as simple as opening a case in a ticketing system or posting a message to Slack. They can be also be as complex
as the analyst would like, performing as many response actions as are defined.

Figure 34: Sample Playbook Creation
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Query and Hunting
Customers familiar with using Azure Monitor or Windows Defender Advanced Threat Protection (WDATP) for creating custom
queries or IoCs should feel right at home when performing queries in Sentinel. Since Azure Sentinel uses Log Analytics, data
interaction is done using the Kusto Query language (KQL) for searching. Kusto is a service for Big Data analytics interaction. Each
query can be saved as alert rules.

Figure 35: Sample Kusto Query
Users can perform proactive hunting with specific queries to locate or gain additional context around active threats. The hunting
tab shows the total queries, bookmarks, livestream results and the number of MITRE ATT&CK Tactic queries. Bookmarks allow
an analyst to tag, note and share the results of log queries with other analysts. Livestream offers a result hit count on a chosen
query or queries in real-time. MITRE Enterprise ATT&CK Tactic hunting consists of prewritten queries that align to one of
ATT&CK’s twelve attack categories. Tactic categories include: Initial Access, Execution, Persistence, Privilege Escalation, Defense
Evasion, Credential Access, Discovery, Lateral Movement, Collection, Command and Control, Exfiltration and Impact.

Figure 36: Sentinel MITRE ATT&CK Tactics
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Workbooks
Sentinel has 45 out-of-the-box workbooks for native and third-party integrations. Each workbook presents a visualization for the
data source. Depending on the workbook, visualizations can include activity over time, events by region, traffic flows, user activity,
etc. These visualizations are intended to help the analyst better understand the data set they are investigating and determine the
next course of action. Each of the workbooks’ dashboards can be edited to provide a custom experience. New dashboards can also
be created.

Figure 37: Azure Activity Workbook

Notebooks
Sentinel has Jupyter notebooks integrated directly into the console. As cited on their website “The Jupyter Notebook is an
open-source web application that allows you to create and share documents that contain live code, equations, visualizations and
narrative text. Uses include: data cleaning and transformation, numerical simulation, statistical modeling, data visualization,
machine learning, and much more.” Jupyter offers compatibility with a large group of libraries for additional machine learning,
analysis and visualization. It can also automatically clone, configure and launch new Azure notebooks to work directly in an
Azure Sentinel workspace.

Sentinel’s Advantages
The idea of SIEM as a cloud-delivered service is not new. Sumo Logic, Splunk and many others have moved to this model. The
edge that Azure Sentinel has on the others is that Microsoft/Azure owns the infrastructure it is delivered on, which provides a
pricing advantage, as well as the delivery model offered by Azure. A few simple clicks, with no third party needed, and the cloudnative SIEM as-a-Service is running. Sentinel also has the benefit of integrations within Microsoft’s large ecosystem of products.

Partner Advantages
In comparison, traditional SIEM providers have some advantages over Sentinel. Some advantages found to third-party SIEM
solutions such as LogRhythm, Sumo Logic or Exabeam, would include the number of out-of-the-box rules, compliance content
and out-of-the-box integrations.
Optiv noticed that the number of rules provided, including those in preview, seemed to be significantly less than the number of
rules offered by LogRhythm. This means that clients may need to create more custom rule content than they are accustomed to.
Integrations are a key consideration when choosing a SIEM solution and dictate how quickly logs from current technology
investments can be ingested and displayed. Sentinel has 40 data connectors (integrations) but 11 of those were from other Azure
services and Microsoft technologies. As an example, LogRhythm has 60 technology integrations listed.
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Sentinel does not offer content and dashboards related to compliance. Instead, an analyst would need to pivot to Security Center
Compliance blade which is a separate Azure service and still in preview. Out of the box the service has compliance checks for
CIS 1.1.0 PCI DSS 3.2.1 ISO2001, and SOC TSP. Additional standards for NIST 800-26, UK and UK NHS, Canada PBMM, and SWIFT
CSP CSCF v2020 can be added. While Sentinel does include some common standards and others can be added, it seems to lack in
comparison to LogRhythm which has compliance checks for:

• 201 CMR 17.00

• GPG 13

• BSI-IT Grundschutz

• HIPAA, HITECH and MU

• CIS Critical Security Controls

• ISO 27001

• DoDi 8500.2

• MAS-TRMG

• FISMA

• NEI 08-09 Rev 6

• GDPR

• NERC CIP

• GLBA

• NIST 800-53

• NIST Cybersecurity
Framework
• NRC Regulatory Guide 57.1
• PCI DSS
• SOX
• SWIFT
• UAE-NESA

Optiv’s View
During this evaluation Optiv found that a lot of Sentinel’s features were in preview mode. Microsoft places features in “preview”
mode before they are graduated to general availability. What does this mean to the user? The following quote comes directly from
the Azure Sentinel console:

“This feature is provided without a service level agreement, and it’s not
recommended for production workloads. Certain features might not be supported or
might have constrained capabilities.”
At this time, Azure Sentinel offers just enough features to be considered a SIEM. Larger organizations are better suited to stay
the course with the current selection of enterprise-grade SIEM products. Keep in mind that Sentinel was released in 2019 and the
number of features in preview shows that Microsoft is hard at work behind the scenes. Sentinel is developing and will deserve
future consideration.

Optiv’s View on Azure Security Services for
IaaS Security
Microsoft has taken multiple steps to ensure Azure’s IaaS cybersecurity controls can be managed with relative ease. Microsoft
has accelerated its rollout of Azure security solutions over the last two years, and while many features exist in preview mode,
they are generally functional. “Preview” in this case tends to signify that Microsoft will be delivering usability improvements vs.
a lack of basic functionality. Optiv has seen a pattern of continual improvement in the security products launched within Azure;
organizations will want to keep up to date with Azure changes more closely than they have with legacy Microsoft products.
Security Center provides insight into regulatory compliance, resource health and threat protection. Crucial to securely adopting
and consuming CSP resources are identity, logging, visibility and service integration. Azure AD provides administrators an ability
to treat identity as the perimeter by providing administrators the ability to centrally manage and visualize identities. Within
Azure AD, identities are users, services, resources or devices. Azure offers features such as role-based control and MFA that enable
secure access for each identity type. Azure Sentinel offers visibility and actionable information to execute playbooks in response
to threats.
Many of these services are newer and may be missing the number of features, integrations, workflows or compliance checks
found in competing products. However, services like Security Center and Sentinel can be used as a stopgap where you would
not traditionally employ a “temporary” solution due to the high investment in deployment and integration. If you can get these
features running within a day, even from a monitoring/alert perspective they should be used. In this stopgap approach, these
services will not only provide an additional level of monitoring, but also a baseline of features that should be standard when
looking to adopt a more robust third-party solution.
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Optiv’s evaluation of AWS cybersecurity tools for their IaaS platform found that the tooling was relatively immature in
comparison to best-of-breed third-party tools. Microsoft’s native security services have a level of maturity beyond that of the
native capabilities within AWS. Services such as Azure Sentinel are newer and a lot of the features are still in preview. The service
has higher level of security maturity than what was found in AWS. Azure’s native tools, like Sentinel and Security center seem to
be more on par with initial releases of tools from traditional cybersecurity vendors.
The benefits of the security controls within Azure are tied to Microsoft’s ecosystem. Organizations that utilize resources outside
of this ecosystem will need to use third-party tools to secure their environment. When migrating workloads from an enterprise
or third-party cloud environment, one of the initial tasks should be to compare the current service and compute dependencies to
what Azure Security tools can support. Microsoft maintains the current list of supported operating systems and services for each
product in the following links:

• Security Center - https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-services?tabs=featureswindows#vm-server-features
• Windows Defender ATP - https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/security/threat-protection/microsoft-defenderatp/minimum-requirements
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Appendix
Additional Resources:
1.

Microsoft Communities: https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/

2.

GitHub: https://github.com/Azure

3.

Twitter: https://twitter.com/hashtag/azuresentinel

4.

Azure CIS Benchmarks: https://www.cisecurity.org/blog/cis-microsoft-azure-foundations-benchmark-v1-0-0-now-available/

5.

Cloud Security Alliance Cloud Controls Matrix: https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/research/working-groups/cloud-controls-matrix/

6.

Azure Security Monitoring: https://owasp.org/www-chapter-toronto/assets/slides/Security_Monitoring_with_Azure_App_
Gateway_Log_Analytics_and_Azure_Sentinel.pdf
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